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 CAMP ACTIVITIES

FOR HOME
 

Name: ___________________



Hi there STEM student,

 

Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19

crisis, we've had to postpone our

school holiday camp program. But,

never fear!  We have pulled together a

super awesome set of activities from

our camps that you can try while you

are at home.

 

To get started ask a grown up to help

you print out this booklet. You will be

able to use things from around your

house to solve the challenges!

 

Happy making and inventing!

 

From the Science Space STEM Team



At Science Space

we use the

Design Process 

when solving a

problem.

What do the different words in the Design

Process mean? Write your answers below:
DEFINE IT 

CHALLENGE EXPLORE DESIGN

MAKE TEST REFINE

At Home Learning Booklet



Help! Copies of the original Wonka film are disappearing

from shops and libraries worldwide. Charlie suspects foul

play from rival companies who are jealous of the factory.

 

Help recreate the lost scenes so the movie can be pieced

back together. You will need to get an adult to help you

download a film making app such 'Stop Motion Studio' to

your tablet. Use items such as Lego, plasticine, small toys

and paper as film props.

 

Choose a scene to film from the list below:

EXPLORE IT

CHALLENGE #1 - Stop Motion Film Making

Here are some things to keep in mind:

Augustus falling into the chocolate river

Wonka's pink boat going down the river

Violet eating gum, turning into a blueberry

Veruca stealing egg, doing down rubbish chute

Mike shrinking in the Wonka's TV Room

Glass elevator going up and out of the factory

Stop motion is a classic film making technique that has been used for over 120

years in movies, TV shows and ads. Stop motion involves taking many MANY

different pictures of characters or objects while changing their position slightly

each time. When the images are played together in one go, the characters appear

to move all by themselves!

Plan out a storyboard

Think about the characters in your scene

What backdrop or scenery to use

Lighting, sound effects and background music

Opening titles and closing credits



MY STORYBOARD Scene Title: _____________________

DESIGN IT 
Plan your stop motion film
on the storyboard below:

A storyboard is a series of illustrations or images

in a set sequence. It helps film makers plan out

step by step how a particular scene will play out.



How would you change your 

stop motion film next time?

Sketch your stop motion filming set up below:DESIGN IT 

TEST IT REFINE IT
What did you enjoy about the

process? Was anything tricky?



Everlasting Gobstopper

Fizzy Lifting Drink

Lickable Wallpaper

The Chocolate River

Square Sweets That Look Round

You have just started a new job at the chocolate factory in
the marketing department. Charlie needs your help to
create a 30 second TV advertisement for one of his
chocolate or lolly creations.

 

Get an adult to help you download a green screen app
such as 'Green Screen by Do Ink' or 'Stop Motion Studio' to
your tablet. Find a green bed sheet or cardboard to use as
your green screen, use toys and plasticine for props.

 

 

 Choose a Wonka confectionary from the list below:

EXPLORE IT

CHALLENGE #2 - Green Screen Film Making

Here are some things to keep in mind:

Wonka's Whipple-Scrumptious Fudgemallow Delight

Officially known as 'chroma key', green screens are widely used

in the film and TV industries. From weather reports to special

effects, green screens allow a background to be replaced with

different images or prerecorded footage.

Plan out a storyboard

Think about how you will promote your candy

What to use as your green screen

Sound effects and background music

Lighting your scene



MY STORYBOARD Film title: _____________________

DESIGN IT Plan your green screen film below on the storyboard:



How would you change your 

stop motion film next time?

Sketch your green screen filming set up below:DESIGN IT 

TEST IT REFINE IT
What did you enjoy about the

process? Was anything tricky?


